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CAMBEAM              November 2005
Newsletter of the Cambridge and District Amateur Radio Club

***

Welcome to the winter issue of CAMEAM. We print more than one hundred copies

now, much more than we expected. Thank you very much for your great interest and

support. And if you have anything for CAMBEAM, say a report of your last radio

vacation, a project or some equipment for sale, please let us know.

Peter Howell M0DCV, Elisabeth Stratmann M0ELI and Daniel Schlieper M0ERA

c/o Peter Howell M0DCV, editor@cdarc.org.uk. To contact the club, get in touch

with John Bonner G0GKP

Membership numbers are rising. CDARC even went international. It is a great

honour to welcome our first overseas member, Bruno Gattell IV3GAE. During his last

visit, Bruno joined the club and also donated a 13.8V 25A PSU (the latest Microset

model – it is tiny!). Thank you Bruno! If you wish to join the club (wherever you

live), send a £5 note or cheque (payable to C&DARC) to John Bonner G0GKP, 40

Lyles Rd, Cottenham, Cambs. CB4 8QR, or pay at one of the club meetings. The

following members have paid their subs so far: DL5RB, G0GKP, G0GVZ, G0HEM,

G0IJZ, G0TIL, G0TZQ, G0UUS, G0VFJ, G1RTV, G3BMI, G3KBR, G3PJT,

G3UUT, G3ZAY, G4AKD, G4KJJ, G4WSZ, G6FKS, G6KWA, G8JKV, G8OFA,

G8VCN, IV3GAE, M0BLP, M0DCV, M0ELI, M0ERA, M1DUO, M1GRT,

M1KTA, M1MPW, M3AMG, M3EHN, M3KWR, M5AKW, P. Grinstead. If you are

not on this list, and wish to be a club member (there are no concessions), please

contact John.

List of Club Test Equipment. This equipment is for members to borrow:

Heathkit Grid Dip Oscillator GD-1u

Two Tone Audio Oscillator M0BLP

Power Supply  +12V, –12V, +5V

Racal Modulation Meter 9009

Marconi Instruments MF/HF Signal Generator TF2002

Marconi Instruments Deviation Meter TF7910

HC Atkins Labs Signal Generator CT53

Solartron Scope KCD1400

Fluke Counter Timer 1952B

Hewlett Packard Digital Frequency Meter 5240A

Hybrid Combiner

Drake Watt Meter WV-4

Digital Multimeter

50 Ohm Dummy Load

Mastech Digital Multimeter M830B

Please fill in the loan book when a piece of equipment is borrowed.
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Always wondered how a mobile phone works? Do you want to listen to an astronaut

who actually is on the International Space Station ISS? Have you learned a foreign

language and are you looking for opportunities to practice? Do you want to set up

your own TV station? Or do you want to build something: from a simple transmitting

radio to a real satellite? Do you want to get involved in emergency communications?

Are you interested in making friends all over the world? Do you listen to radio

broadcasts from abroad? Get started with Amateur Radio! John G0GKP does

Foundation Licence courses.

Interested in Digital Operation? We need you! We need operators who run a digital

connection between the internet and the club shack or our contest station on the field,

respectively: it would be fantastic to have a DX cluster connection. Have you got

broadband at home? Any interest in packet/PSKmail or such like? Please get in touch

with us. Also needed: RTTY/PSK31 operators who support us during the next RSGB

80m Club Competition (also known as The Armchair Contest).

Picnic 05                     John G0GKP

This was held at Longstowe as usual but, this year, on 14th August. Unfortunately, it

wasn’t very well attended but my impression is that those who did come enjoyed the

event. The weather started as not very good and got worse with continuous rain from

before lunchtime until leaving time when the rain stopped (was there a message

here?). Everyone’s lunch looked very tasty and, as most of it disappeared, presumably

it was. The cabaret came from watching the housemartins and swallows feeding their

young on the ground, in mid-air and in a couple of nests in the pavilion eaves. The

surprise here was that the young, having been fed in their nests, followed the parents

out into the field and returned to the nest just in time to be fed again!

Four rigs were put on air with a variety of antennae including, for one rig, the

mains earth (an act of desperation or what?) There was a lack of short co-ax cables

and adaptors (plan ahead) and three rigs had to share one cable in turns! Hopefully, a

reasonable time was had by operators, their families and friends and that next year

will be even better with sunshine.

Quiz night   Elisabeth M0ELI

Our annual quiz took place on 14 October. Visiting teams came from Shefford &

District Amateur Radio Society and Cambridge University Wireless Society. Heads

were put together over six rounds of radio related and one round of general

knowledge questions – most competitors wished they had brought a calculator or

brushed up on those formulae. After marking up each other’s answers, CUWS was

announced the winning team. Ian G4AKD, who was master of ceremonies for the

evening, presented all three teams with prizes. So everyone was a winner, and yet

again the evening was a good opportunity to meet up with other radio hams.

We have been invited to Shefford DARS’s quiz night on Thursday, 24 November.

We need a team of four! Please contact Ian G4AKD . Remember – last year we won

even though we failed to send a team and members of S&DARS stood in for us.

The Elecraft K2 is one of the best HF transceivers with all bells and whistles, but it

only comes as a kit. The perfect project for all soldering enthusiasts! Bob G3PJT will

share his experiences (he’s already built two) with us on 9 December.
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CLUB PROGRAMME — Have your pick. Visitors welcome!

Club meetings are held (almost) every Friday from 7:30 to 9:30pm at the Coleridge

Community College, Radegund Road, Cambridge. Talks start promptly at 8pm.

A Morse Code class is available from 7.30pm.

See   http://www.cdarc.org.uk   for programme updates.

Nov. 11 Repeater Group AGM. APRS, Rob Compton M0ZPU

18 Early valve manufacture & EF80 development, DVD, Ron G3KBR

24 Quiz night at Shefford & District Amateur Radio Society

25 Using MOSFETs, Mark M1MPW

Dec.   2 Echolink refresher, Daryl G0ANV

  9 Assembling and calibrating Elecraft K2 transceivers, Bob G3PJT

16 Christmas Party

Jan.   6 Natter night, club reopens after Xmas recess

13 How computers work, Steve G4WSZ

20 Informal

27 RSGB Regional Manager club visit, Peter M0CNX

Feb.   3 Informal

10 VLF from solar flares, Peter M0DCV

17 Informal

24 “In your shack” highlights (edited version), Mike M0BLP

March   3 Rally preparation

!!!   5 CDARC Rally at Woodgreen Animal Shelter

10 The image orthicon monochrome camera, Ron G3KBR

17 Informal

!!! 24 AGM

31 Informal

April   7 Getting started on the 136kHz LF band, Alan G3NYK

14 Club closed for Good Friday

NB: Informal evenings are great for operating ATV, HF or Echolink from the shack.

And for your calendar:

May Mills on the Air

June 11 PW QRP 144MHz contest

23–25  HAM RADIO Fair 2006 Friedrichshafen

July VHF Field Day

Sept. 144MHz Trophy and HF SSB Field Day

Echolink: Have a listen to Daryl’s node on 145.2875MHz FM, which is now running

24/7. To use it you’ll need CTCSS on 77Hz. More information on Daryl’s website:

www.mb7igc.co.uk, and come to hear his talk on 2 December.

Visit Friedrichshafen 23 – 25 June 2006 Radio Exhibition?                   John G4KJJ

Are you interested in going to the Radio Exhibition in Friedrichshafen end of June

next year? A small group of club members have already expressed an interest.

We plan to fly out and spend 3 or more days there staying in local hotel or B&B

accommodation. The plans are still quite flexible but a combination of visits to the

Exhibition and sight seeing in the area is proposed. Cheap flights will be available for

booking from the beginning of March 2006. In the meantime with the help of Thomas

DL3SBB (our German contact) I shall put together some accommodation details. I

imagine that the flight will be less than 60 pounds return and 40–60 pounds per night

for accommodation. Please contact me directly to formally confirm your interest

jc@bescobysmith.wanadoo.co.uk
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A Home-Built Base Microphone that will Dramatically Improve your SSB

Transmissions. Designed by Bob Boddy. (This article was reproduced with the kind

permission of Peter Waters of Waters and Stanton Ltd, Spa House, 22 Main Road,

Hockley, Essex, SS5 4QS). See http://www.wsplc.com/pages/pdf/mic_project2.pdf

Comments from Mike G8VCN: Once upon a cold winters evening in the shack I was

trying to keep my hands warm and at the same time calling CQ on 80 meters. I

thought a desktop microphone would come in handy allowing me to do a bit of

construction work as well (radio hams are all multitasking aren’t they). I had already

purchased a gooseneck microphone from a member of the club some time in the past

so off I went to find a suitable circuit. First through all my technical books and then

old magazines but they were all a bit complicated or had a few options which I didn’t

need. The circuit also needed to be powered from the rig.

The next day at work during my lunch break I had a look at the Waters and

Stanton web site to see if they had any goodies for sale, imagine my surprise when I

came across this little circuit. The only change to the above was to replace the Q1

with BC108, which worked very well. Reports over the air by other radio amateurs

were very positive however I did increase the gain a little with RV1 whilst

transmitting to achieve the correct audio modulation level. Thanks to Bob and the

team at W& S for publishing such a nice little practical circuit.

Component list.

C1 - 1000pF C2 - 1µF C3 - 1000pF C4 - 1µF

C5 - 47µF C6 - 1000pF R1 - 200k R2 - 10k

R3 - 390k R4 - 1k2 R5 - 220R D1 - LED

Q1 - BC182L RV1 - 10k

Now you may be questioning the wisdom of us [Waters & Stanton, Eds.] publishing

an article on how to build your own base microphone. Thirty years ago, hundreds

would have taken up such a simple project. Today the picture is a lot different so we

don’t anticipate our microphone sales will collapse!

I had a chance conversation with our service manager, Bob Boddy, about the need

for a decent microphone at a budget price. Bob was the perfect person to raise the

topic with, but because not only did he once work for a microphone manufacturer, he

also designs and builds valve hi-fi amplifiers in his spare time. Bob explained that the

secret of good SSB audio was not so much in the mic capsule itself, but rather the

need for a tailored response to suit the medium. SSB benefits from a rising response
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in the mid range and a little bit of gain does wonders for a more relaxed microphone

position. In fact, close speaking is not always the best arrangement. Providing that

there is not too much noise from cooling fans etc., a little bit of ambience can sound

very pleasant.

The circuit itself is very simple. A single NPN device is used to amplify the signal

from an electret capsule and the voltage supply line is taken from the DC voltage that

is present on one of the pins of most modern transceivers.

Components should not be changed. They have been calculated to give a very

predictable audio response. RV-1 is the exception. It did not figure in the original

design, but has been added to enable the output to be adjusted to suit a wide range of

transceivers. This component could be substituted for two fixed value components.

Our test unit used a spare mic muff to hide the capsule, some flexible 2.5mm twin and

earth with heat shrink to house the thin shielded mic wire and form an adjustable

“goose neck”, and an old tobacco tin. We soldered all the components direct to the tin

box. Copper clad board would work just as well. Finally a little lamp toggle switch

formed the PTT. Total cost – probably around £5. All the components should be

available from Maplin. But the results sound like £100. In all A/B tests the report

came back that the homemade unit was much better than the fist microphones.

Contest I: HF We need your support.                                                    Daniel M0ERA

CDARC got 40th out of 73 at the 80m Club Competition, a good result given that

only Bob G3PJT and I entered. While Bob earned most of the total points working

CW and SSB, I found it difficult to get more than just a few contacts. It shows how

this contest is a good practice to improve the operating skills. We will make a real

effort next year providing some more CDARC members help with SSB and/or digital

modes (CW always welcome, of course). Can you join us next year? It is good fun, a

great opportunity to test your station and every point counts at the end.

Contest II: Congratulations to Bob G3PJT who won the prestigious CQ WW DX

2004 contest in the World Multi-Multi CW section. Bob was in Niamey (Niger) as a

member of the 5U5Z team. I wonder whether they used the K2 transceiver?

Contest III: VHF                                                                                   David G6KWA

You can see from the photos [more on the web! Eds.] that we had another very well

attended weekend with many visitors and some faces from the past. It was like old

times, by that I mean the middle eighties, with Nick Ash (G6ASH) and Hamish

(G0GLJ). It was also great to see some young faces too. Mike Rhenius dropped by,

also two visitors from the Cambridge University Wireless Society, Martin and

Michael. Gerald brought his H.F. Loop and Brian Wilson was again caught rag

chewing with Mike Newport. Although Graham has moved away this year he still

joined us, thank you Graham, next year please remember the computer. We made

contact with Martin and Janet Cranage, with Martin keeping a check throughout the

weekend on our signal quality.

Much of the success was down to Elisabeth and Daniel’s printed operating

schedules and chalk board. As a result of this many more people “had a go” and very

much enjoyed the experience. Perhaps the logging may have suffered a bit [no, it

didn’t as it turned out, Daniel] but we must bring new people on.

I am pleased to write that the Linear was flawless and put out a really high class

signal with the legal limit at the aerials, which were 1 x 17 ele. Tonna and 2 x 9 ele.

stacked Tonna switched. Thanks to Ian and Mike for the generators and to Mark’s

friend Graham for the 4 x 4 to tow the trailer.
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We have done really well and this was another great club weekend. Next year we

need the cluster, data people.

  

Hamish, Graham, Joseph, Judith, Nick, Michael, Mike, The Big Linear, Elisabeth,

Marcus, Dominic and John. If you weren’t there, you missed something.

Results (from Daniel): We got 18th out of 67 in the Practical Wireless 144MHz QRP

contest. This is much better than our result in 2004. Reading the comments in

November PW, I got the impression that we were the only group enjoying the contest.

That entry was indeed highly enjoyable. For your diary: the next PW QRP contest is

on Sunday 11 June 2006.

We also got the results from the September 144MHz Trophy: we got 9th out of 13

muli-operator stations (11th out of 42 in total), only slightly better than last year. So

we still have room to improve the station (we need the DX Cluster), and our operating

skills: to work more DX in shorter time. On the other hand, we can be really proud of

our logging! We lost less than 2.6% of the claimed scores. Well done everybody!

What is a more memorable name for Infra-red LED? Night Emitting Diode!

(Steve G4WSZ)

Repeater News: To access the 145.750 MHz Repeater GB3PI, you will now need

a rig with a 77Hz CTCSS tone (Continuous Tone Coded Squelch System). Check the

manual of your transceiver how to set this up – and if you cannot find it there, you

might need to buy a new rig (actually, this is not true, I have got an upgrade kit in the

drawer. Who volunteers for a club project?).                                          Daniel M0ERA
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Linux programmes: TLF and PSKmail                                              Daniel M0ERA

TLF is a state of the art logging program that runs under Linux. It can be used to get

Cabrillo compatible logs for HF contests, for example. The program is optimized to

be friendly to computer system resources, so it will run on quite old laptops and 486

machines. It still looks good and is easy to use.

While TLF is intentionally kept simple on the user interface side, it has a lot of

great features that can be used if needed: E. g., it has a MUF calculator and intelligent

dupe checking algorithms. And TLF can do much more, if you connect the computer

to the transceiver. The software then controls the rig and even provides a sound

recorder facility: let the computer do the calling and use it as a voice keyer. To use

TLF, you either install it on your Linux machine, or you use the ‘DXpedition Disk’, a

bootable CDROM which brings the operating system with it. This disk is pretty safe

to try, as it will not touch the hard disk of the computer. All new data (like log files)

are written to an USB memory stick or to the floppy.

TLF is developed by Rein Couperus PA0R, and in good old Linux tradition, you

contact him for questions and feedback. He was most helpful when I had a question

about the setup (TLF comes with a lot of documentation, including a manual: type

“man tlf” in a terminal window). Recently, radio.linux.au announced a new

programme from Rein: PSKmail.

PSKmail is a revolution: it could be described as narrow-bandwidth packet. It only

needs 100 Hz! Therefore, it is usable on HF and VHF alike, and is even more efficient

than PACTOR, the commercial system for data and email transfer on HF (frequently

used on sailing yachts). While PACTOR needs really expensive PTC controllers,

PSKmail only needs a soundcard – and the software is free (for lawyers: GPL

licence). What can you do with it? In his introduction, Rein writes: ‘I use PSKmail

wherever I am mobile (camper, boat) for some time and want to upload software

patches and I have no connection to the internet. I also use it to get and send ham-

related email, and download bulletins like weather warnings, navtex [navigational

warnings on RTTY, Eds.] bulletins and propagation info.’ We could use PSKmail to

establish a much needed link to the DX cluster on 4, 6 or 80m, for example.

These projects need users and feedback. Maybe you can help Rein by testing one

of these programmes?

http://radio.linux.org.au/

http://home.iae.nl/users/reinc/dxpedition_disk.html

http://home.iae.nl/users/reinc/TLF-0.2.html

http://sharon.esrac.ele.tue.nl/~pa0r/pskmail/

A Trio of Quadpods                                                                                Peter M0DCV

So, what do you call a four-legged tripod? (A milking stool with delusions of

grandeur or just a bewildered tripod?) In the absence of any suitable term I called

mine quadpods.

I wanted something to support a portable, HF, wire dipole which I could easily

stow in the car boot. In addition the device had to be capable of rapid assembly with a

minimum of tools yet provide a solid, stable mounting for the antenna. I also wanted

to limit the amount of construction by adapting existing items to my purpose. Out of

these requirements arose the quadpod. As you can see from the picture the device

comprises:
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The Legs: These are four lengths of 25 x 50 x 1200 mm wood. At the top of each leg

I screwed in a large vine eye. (Metal eyes with a coarse thread bought at the local

Garden Centre.)

Four-Way Stay Attachment: This item is sold as a fitting for aluminium masts. Its

proper purpose is to clamp to a mast to allow the fixing of four guy ropes. I bolted the

vine eyes to the hooks in the stay using M8 nuts and bolts. (This allows the legs to

move in and out.) The stay itself clamps around the top of the central tube.

The Central Tube: This is a one metre length of 50 mm plastic waste pipe. (It is sold

in three metre lengths so it’s ideal for making three quadpods.) Its purpose is to

support the telescopic pole in a vertical position.

The “Spider”: This is an octagonal piece of plywood with four arms and a 50 mm

hole at its centre. It slides over the 50 mm central tube and is positioned about 450

mm up from the ground. Each leg of the quadpod is bolted to a corresponding arm of

the spider. The spider arms are sized to give the required angle on the legs when the

quadpod is assembled. I made each arm from two pieces of 400 x 40 x 9 mm plywood

separated by three 25 x 50 mm spacers. This made forked ends (see picture) which

slip over the legs and the lugs on the octagon for easy bolting together. (You could, by

turning the spider upside down, extending the lugs a little and enlarging the central

hole slightly, make the quadpod collapsible without having to take it apart. However,

having the spider slide easily up and down the central tube reduces the rigidity and

stability of the quadpod somewhat.)

Telescopic Pole: I obtained this mail order from “Kiteworks” in the West Midlands.

(Google will find their web site.) The nine metre, fibreglass pole costs £15. (They are

sold as banner or windsock supports.) They come in a variety of sizes. The telescopic

pole is inserted into the central tube with its base touching the ground and wedged in

place. The top section of the pole comes with a small wire loop attached. I discarded

this and made a simple, tubular fitting for each quadpod to which I could attach either

the dipole centre or dipole ends as appropriate.

In Use: I have made three quadpods. They support a simple, wire doublet having a 20

metre top (2 x 10 metres) and fed with about 14 metres of 450Ω ladder line. I attach

the dipole to the central telescopic pole and raise it to about four metres. Then the two

Telescopic Pole (9 metres extended)

4-way Stay Attachment

50 x 25 x 1200 mm Leg

Spider

50 mm dia Plastic Pipe
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ends are raised a similar amount. The centre is then fully raised followed by the two

ends.

You have to be careful to secure each section of tube as you raise it. It is (believe

me!) very disconcerting to be operating and to suddenly have the whole lot de-

telescope rapidly about you! A single piece of masking tape wrapped around each

telescopic joint will prevent this. I also use plastic pipe clips and rubber bands to fix

the ladder line to the pole. This allows it comes away from the dipole centre at 90

degrees and stops it flapping about in the breeze.

Although I used three, nine-metre poles I actually operate the antenna as an

inverted-Vee rather than a horizontal dipole at 9 metres above the ground. You can

obtain telescopic poles which are only three metres when fully-extended. These are

only about £4 each and would be ideal for the end supports and would reduce the

overall cost accordingly. The whole portable antenna disassembles easily into its

component parts and occupies the same space as a set of golf clubs when packed

away.

Close up of 4-way stay attachment

showing method of fixing to the

wooden legs using bolts and vine eyes.

Close-up of spider and arms showing

the lugs and the construction method.
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Looking for a new challenge? Achieved everything on the microwave bands? Try

136kHz LF. This band is a real challenge with its low and short antennas, weak

signals, QRM/N and high power transmitters. Many of its operators have turned their

interest from GHz to kHz. We are looking forward to Alan G3NYK’s talk on 7 April

2006. Alan, who is coming all the way from Ipswich, has a world wide reputation for

his expertise on LF propagation. In his talk he will give us an introduction to this

exciting band. He has also offered to help us with a simple 136kHz CW transmitter as

a club project.

For Sale: JPX Jet turbine 15ft/lb thrust inc. propane fuel tank, 18kg of propane,

igniter, oil tank, pressure gauge, £400. YAESU FT817 & spare bat holder. All in good

nick with charger etc. £325. Farnell PSU 100AMP 13.8V variable voltage and

current. Current and voltage limiting. Kicks BUTT, £50. HP 8753A Vector Network

Analyser & S Parameter Test set (300KHz–3GHz) & APC7 to SM and N adaptors.

All in working order, puts the MFJ kit to shame! £ 2500 ono.

bigfathairybiker@hotmail.com (M1MPW).

For sale or swap for mobile radio rx/tx with FACE OFF:  Diamond dp–cp5 vertical

antenna 3.5 to 30 Mhz (80m to 10m), still in box with instructions, put up for a day,

too big for me, £140 ono or swap. 8 over 8 yagi 2m. New, no box, no instructions,

£50 ono. Q.TEK HF Penetrator 1.8 to 30MHz, no ATU needed, new, instructions, no

box, £85 ono or swap. PS: radio must have face off facility (Icom is ok). Ian M3ZKI

Tel: 07956 918162 after midday please. Can deliver locally only as unemployed and

disabled, any further buyer collects.

Wanted: 70cm pre-amp. George G4XSM

+++ stop press = we got 2nd in low power section of VHF
NFD = won 6m entry again = congratulations everybody +++

Please cut and display on a suitable notice board:

_____________________________________________________________________

Cambridge & District Amateur Radio Club

Radio Rally: Sunday 5th March 2006

Britten Arena – Wood Green Animal Shelter
King’s Bush Farm – London Road – Godmanchester

Four miles from Huntingdon. Take the A1198 Godmanchester turn-off of the A14.

10 am Opening – Entry: £2 (Concession for OAP/disabled; children free)

Free parking for up to 2000 cars             Bar & Restaurant on site

Bring & Buy, Car Boot Sale   Talk-in on S22 (145.550MHz)

Booking: John Bonner G0GKP, g0gkp@cdarc.org.uk

Don’t leave it too late! http://www.cdarc.org.uk


